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SYNOPSIS 
An inventive and touching animated fable in which an unfinished canvas at an old 
chateau sets the scene for colorful class conflict. The painting’s world, three types of 
creations live: the Alldunns (fully drawn and colored), the Halfies (only partially 
completed), and the Sketchies (merely rough designs). The Alldunns rule until one of 
their own, Ramo, falls for Claire, who is, in Romeo and Juliet style, an unacceptable 
Halfie. Ramo wants to talk with the painter to inquire if her painting will ever be 
completed. Their search will take them out of the canvas and into the worlds of other 
paintings and the strange frontier of the artist’s studio. Famed French animator Jean-
François Laguionie has brilliantly created a film that splashes in the artist’s palette, 
breathing life into miraculous images without the need for spunky princesses, talking 
animals, or superheroes. Co-written by Laguionie with Anik Le Ray (SIFF 
2010’s Eleanor’s Secret), The Painting is no bubblegum confection. While it works as a 
fun and very visual journey, the narrative is a tremendously compelling examination of 
tolerance and repression, lending parents a teachable example that simultaneously 
deepens youth interest in the incredible world of painting. 
(Seattle International Film Festival 2012) 
 
 
REVIEWS 
 
✪Variety.com review by Boyd Van Hoeij 
Painted characters in various states of completion, and from several works of a French 
painter who probably lived in the 1930s, unite and go in search of their true colors in the 
enchanting animated pic "Le Tableau." Helmer Jean-Francois Laguionie's consistently 
enjoyable, inventive and beautifully crafted tale is a color riot suitable for all ages. 
Across-the-board critical praise and strong word of mouth have turned the initially 
modestly released pic into one of the winter's first discoveries. Fests -- and not just those 
aimed at kids -- and adventurous niche distribs will want to scribble on the dotted line. 
 
✪A Parent’s Review: The Painting by Cheryl Murfin 
HTTP://WWW.SEATTLESCHILD.COM/ARTICLE/A-PARENTS-REVIEW-THE-PAINTING) 
 (…) In fact, they have banished these lesser castes from the castle, forcing them to live 
in the jungle-like garden below. Worse, the Allduns consider the Sketchies so inferior as 
to be almost inhuman and thus they chase them like animals. 
Sound familiar? Insert slavery, Nazi Germany, Bosnia, other-race-based atrocity here. I 
don’t know about you, but I had a hard time talking to my young children about such 
blights on human history. Had this film been around when my kids were young, I 
would have used it as the wonderful cinematic launching pad that it is – an astute 
entre into discussions of equality, bullying, and the importance of accepting 
differences. As it was, I watched it with my kids who are now 16 and 13 and it still this 
film led to great and deep conversation. 
What happens when an Alldun falls in love with a Halfie? At the heart of The Painting is 
a love story -- two characters that see beyond the black and while world the Allduns have 
created. Can love win out against class? Should it?  



Even if you choose not to tackle such weighty issues, The Painting is a terrific family 
film, full of drama, slight on violence and dedicated to showing that people from 
different walks of life can and do belong in the same picture.  
That a painting would so engage the viewer that he or she felt literally carried right 
into the piece, riding its rivers, climbing its trees, seems to me to be the dream of the 
artist. The Painting open for me and my kids the world of both art and the artist. When 
we went to the Seattle Art Museum recently I found myself looking at the paintings 
differently – or, more accurately, returning to my childhood ways. I found myself 
wanting to step inside the paintings. My kids did too. 
What we found is this: Every painting has as many stories as it has viewers. Every 
painting is an opportunity for a child to find its story and in turn incorporate 
important life lessons. 
 
 
DETAILS 

 
LANGUAGE: 
In terms of vocabulary, there is very little to signal apart from different levels of language 
depending on what characters are speaking. 
The Alldunns are very snotty and mannered in their so-called superior way of expressing 
themselves. 
The rest of the characters mainly the Halfies speak an everyday language without any 
vulgarity. 
The Sketchies have more difficulty finishing their sentences and even speaking because 
they are a draft of characters just lines. 

• Because the film deals with discrimination and differences, there are some 
derogatory remarks from the Alldunns such as “scum” (addressing the Sketchies) 
or  “”scoundrel” or equivalent (for the Halfies). 
The Alldunns make disparaging remarks on the Halfies that lack colour or the 
Sketches who are incapable of doing anything right. 

• Although the language is devoid of vulgarity, the tone towards the “invaders” 
[Halfies and Sketches] of the Alldunns ‘castle is haughty, contemptuous. 
“Get out of here!” 

• On the other hand, the underdogs speak about hope, justice, tolerance, equality… 
  
 
 
VIOLENCE: 
The Alldunns chase the Halfies out of their castle and territory: young men run after the 
unfinished characters to push them into the Maleficent forest. They also set fire to their 
shelter to force them out. 
As they disapprove of the love of Ramo (an Alldunn) and Claire (a Halfie), they are 
shown capturing Claire in a net and throwing her in jail. Later, Ramo joins Claire his 
beloved with his hands tied up. 
A scaffold is being built to eliminate Ramo and Claire by rubbing them with black paint: 
they are tied up to a wooden pillar. 



Plume and his friend have also been caught in the Alldunns ‘castle: Plume is able to flee 
but his friend is kicked around until he becomes mangled in its rough lines. It is a tense 
scene that shows the discrimination at its worst. 
The notion of war is present with the painting depicting soldiers on the move to attack. 
However, when the drummer boy and Lola come back they paint all the soldiers the same 
putting an end to the conflict. 
The violence remains in the realm of animated films: no bloodletting no truly graphic 
depiction. 
 
 
NUDITY: 
The Painting deals with art and its various forms: landscapes, seascapes, self-portrait, and 
a nude in the style of Matisse’s Odalisque. 
The nude represents a woman with frontal partial nudity in a non-sexual context and non-
exploitative close-up. 
 
 
SEXUAL ACTIVITY: 
Ramo and Claire embrace and kiss (no close-up). 
 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT: 
This animated feature blends elements of fairy tales with some allegorical representations 
of death that may frighten the little ones (up to age 7-8). 

• The Maleficent forest with its giant flowers and its uncertain serpentine branches 
establishes suspense until it is known that it protects good people who understand 
the value of love. It does not differ from any of the fairy tales represented in Walt 
Disney films or described in children’s books. 

• Death pictured like a skull-headed ghost with its sickle and its two headed-dog 
(Cerberus) eager to grab Plume’s friend and take him away. The chase is 
suspenseful but, unlike reality, it ends well as death is reduced to nothingness 
when the drummer boy pushes it away. 

• The battle painting is somewhat aggressive as it depicts soldiers going to war just 
because they are painted in different colours. The general accuses Lola of being a 
spy and does condemn her to be shot at a later date. 
One character the drummer boy contests the idea of war and succeeds (in a 
comical gesture) in freeing Lola and fleeing the war scene. 
At the end, the drummer boy and Lola put an end to the nonsensical war by 
painting everybody with the same colour. 

 
As in all animated films, there are good guys and bad guys.  
The bad guys feel superior and allow themselves to discriminate against those they feel 
inferior. It is part of the story telling of Manichean forces. 
The good guys are the underdogs who root for social justice, equality, tolerance, the right 
to be themselves in a world that should not reject the weak and the underprivileged. 
The good guys win at the end, which gives hope and a positive morality to the tale.  
 



PHOTOS OF THE ANIMATED FEATURE 
 
 
 

 
The Alldunns despising the Halfies and the Sketchies 

 
 

 
Ramo (Alldunn), Lola (Halfie) and Plume (the Sketchie)  

In the Magic/Maleficent forest 
 



 
Ramo, Lola, the drummer boy and Plume in Venice admiring sunset 

 
 

 
Garance, the Odalisque, and Lola speaking about the relationship of the painter with his 

model 
 

 
Painter’s self-portrait being crossed by Plume, the drummer boy, Lola and Ramo 


